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 SOCIETY EVENTS TO RESUME 

 COLD WAR IN THE BRECKS REPORT 

 RIVER RAIDERS RESEARCH UPDATE 

 OBITUARY: PROFESSOR RICHARD WEST 

 FLOODING AT BEACHAMWELL 

 TUTANKHAMUN ONLINE TALK 

 SURPRISING FINDS AT OXBURGH HALL 

 

GOOD NEWS! 
In anticipation of the further lifting of Covid-19 

restrictions, at the latest BrecSoc committee 

meeting a programme of events was outlined for 

the rest of 2021. Numbers of attendees at these 

events will be limited, with preference given to 

members. 

Dates and details are still being finalised, so 

please look for postings on the Breckland Society 

website. 

June 6 A guided walk on Foulden Common with 

James Parry FULLY BOOKED 

August The Underfloor Archaeology of Oxburgh 

Hall. New finds during the building repairs. 

A talk by Anna Forrest about recent 

repairs and discoveries at this National 

Trust property. 

October A guided walk around the grounds of 

Didlington Hall and to St Michael’s 

Church, Didlington. 

December  A celebratory Christmas “event”! 

Early 2022  A guided walk to one of the most 

important pingo sites in the Brecks, with 

expert Tim Holt-Wilson. 

 

THE BRECKLAND 

SOCIETY AND THE 

BRECKS FEN EDGE 

AND RIVERS 

PARTNERSHIP 

There are research opportunities for 

members and friends in this five-year project 

which started in January 2020. 

Currently running, in association with the 

Society, is River Raiders. Information on the 

progress of this project, which is due to finish 

later in 2021, can be found on page 2. 

In 2022 a new project entitled Industrious 

Rivers will begin, exploring the history of 

trade and development along the rivers of 

the Brecks by documenting the structures. 

For more details of these, and the many 

other projects coming up in the next few 

years, see https://brecks.org/bfer/ or follow 

the progress on Facebook and other social 

media. 

Copies of The Breckland Journal Vols 2 and 3 are now available at the reduced price of £5 plus  

postage. Volume 4 is due for publication later in 2021. 
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THE NEW BRECKLAND FEN EDGE AND RIVERS HERITAGE LANDSCAPE 

PARTNERSHIP RESEARCH PROJECTS 

RIVER RAIDERS UPDATE 

Volunteers on the River Raiders project are 
researching life in the Brecks during the Anglo-
Saxon period before the Viking invasions, as well 
as examining the impact of Viking raids and battles 
and the implications of subsequent Viking 
settlement, including on place names and the 
gradual assimilation of Viking culture. The Vikings 
camped in Thetford during the winter of 869 AD, 
which marked their first overwintering in East 
Anglia after a protracted sequence of disruptive 
raids on the region’s settlements. It was during this 
time that the Saxon King Edmund was killed – in 
battle, according to some sources, or for refusing 
to renounce his Christian religion, according to 
others. Other notable events during the Viking 
period in Breckland’s history included the attack and burning of Thetford in 1004 by Sweyn Forkbeard, 

and the Vikings’ defeat of the Anglo-Saxons in 
1010 at the Battle of Ringmere, on heathland five 
miles north of the town. The project aims to  
explore the impact of these and other events, and 
on 17 March a Zoom training session, ‘Digging 
Deeper’, showed volunteers how to access the 
online resources that will be useful in their 
research. Online archaeological and historical 
archives contain a wealth of information: 
archaeological sites and buildings; archaeological 
artefacts; online journals and monographs; aerial 
photographs and old maps and historical 
documents. Examples can be found on the Society 
website projects page under ‘River Raiders, 
Digging Deeper’. A week later, on 24 March, 18 
volunteers took part in a Zoom meeting to begin the 
process of allocating particular aspects of the 
research to individuals as the project moves ahead. 

 

It is not too late to join us! If you would like to take part, email your interest to 

richard@richard-hoggett.co.uk or contact the Society. 

The Oseberg Ship in The Viking Museum, Oslo.  

Photo from National Geographic Museum 

TESTING THE WATERS:  A FRESHWATER 

HABITATS TRUST RESEARCH PROJECT 

Several Society members have volunteered to help with this 

citizen science project to survey the water quality and the 

species present in Breckland water bodies using pollution test 

and eDNA kits. eDNA enables the presence of DNA shed from 

organisms (eg, skin cells, faeces) into the water around them  

to be detected and the species identified. We look forward to 

hearing the results of the survey!  

mailto:richard@richard-hoggett.co.uk
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THE COLD WAR IN THE BRECKS: 

THE SOCIETY’S 2020 PROJECT 

The final report of The Cold War in the Brecks 

2020 project, funded by the National Lottery 

Heritage Fund, has now been published. 

The project was due to start in early 2019 but was 

severely delayed when our original project 

manager had to go abroad for an extended 

period. 

We restarted in earnest in late 2019 and had a 

very well attended morning at Swaffham Museum, 

followed by oral history sessions at Brandon 

Engine House. However, Covid-19 restrictions 

soon came into effect, severely curtailing our 

planned outdoor activities, so a much larger part 

of the project than planned had to consist of 

online research. Luckily, we did manage to visit the Archant Group archive in Norwich before lockdown, 

to look at contemporary clippings from the EDP and other local papers. The hundreds of photographs of 

clippings taken there were a great starting point for further online research, including the deployment of 

Thor missiles to Breckland sites starting at RAF 

Feltwell, the visit of Soviet leader Nikita 

Khrushchev to RAF Marham, and the history of 

the protest movement in the area from the early 

1960s. Prior to the first 2020 lockdown, interviews 

were conducted with people who had served in 

the RAF as pilots, navigators, ground crew and in 

radar surveillance, and even one person now 

living in the Brecks who was a teenage schoolgirl 

in East Germany in 1989 when ‘the wall’ came 

down, who gave us a unique perspective. Other  

stories unearthed by the project included the RAF 

North Pickenham and RAF Honington protests 

and arrests, peace protestors invading an RAF 

base and covering bomber windshields with pink 

porridge, spy plane flights from RAF Mildenhall 

and two ‘broken arrow’ incidents involving 

accidents with nuclear bombs at RAF  

Lakenheath. 

Every member should receive a printed copy of the final report by post by the end of May. If you have 

moved home in the last couple of years, please email secretary.brecsoc@gmail.com so that we can be 

sure we have your current address. Free copies are also available at museums across the area and in 

Ceres Bookshop in Swaffham, although supplies are limited. 

A pdf version will also be available online – check the Cold War project page on our website for the link; 

this version will contain embedded links which you can follow to many different online sources for more 

in-depth information. Please also feel free to pass this to anyone you think may be interested. 

Alan Clarke 

A group of researchers meet at Swaffham Museum  

to examine the records held there. 

A protest at RAF Honington in October 1962 

Image courtesy of Chris Cock 

mailto:secretary.brecsoc@gmail.com
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Back in 2008 the telephone rang: ‘Could a Cambridge professor be shown the locations of the Drymere Pit 
and the Wellmere Pit?’ He could, and so began a long association, friendship and adventure into the 
history of the landscape around Beachamwell with the most influential, and eminent, British botanist, 
geologist and quaternary scientist of the twentieth century. 

Although retired, Richard West continued a strong interest in the formation of the landscapes of Norfolk 
and Suffolk, and was particularly intrigued by the origin of a patch of gravel and sand, and dry river valleys 
close to Beachamwell. Research necessitated walking the fields and tracks of the parish, taking core 
samples, surveying and measuring in order to produce detailed hand-drawn charts and maps to illustrate 
the evolution of the landscape. 

It was a privilege to accompany Professor West on 
many of his forays around the locality. His great 
knowledge and patience in pointing out the nuances 
in the local scenery, nuances I would never have 
noticed, opened a new understanding into the 
ancient history of the parish. But it was not until the 
British Library team arrived in Beachamwell to 
continue their in-depth filming and recording for Life 
Stories for the national archive of Oral History of 
British Scientists that I realised what an influential 
man Richard West was: one who had significantly 
advanced the understanding of the Quaternary 
Period. 

Richard West was born in Hendon in May 1926. In 
1948 he went up to Clare College, Cambridge, to 
study botany. He graduated with a PhD in 1954 and 
was elected a Fellow. 

Richard’s research focused on the Quaternary 
Period, which stretches from two to six million years 
ago to the present day. He was particularly noted for his classification of the different temperate stages of 
the Pleistocene, including the warmer Great Interglacial period around 400,000 years ago. 

Research and teaching took Richard across East Anglia, to Europe, and also to America. He became 
Director of the Sub-department of Quaternary Research in 1966. In 1975 Richard was awarded a personal 
chair as Professor of Palaeoecology, and in 1977 he was elected Professor of Botany, a post he held until 

his retirement in 1991. 

The importance of his research was recognised 
when he received the Lyell Medal and the Bigsby 
Medal of the Geological Society of London, and also 
the Albrecht-Penck Medal of the German 
Quaternary Association. From 1965 he was co-
editor of the New Phytologist, serving as its 
chairman from 1983, and in 1968 was elected 
Fellow of the Royal Society. He served on editorial 
boards of various journals and as an editor of 
Collin’s New Naturalist series. 

Richard wrote and published many papers, reviews 
and books, including Pleistocene, Geology and 
Biology; Evolution of a Breckland Landscape –
chalkland under a cold climate in the area of 
Beachamwell, Norfolk; Plant Life of the Quaternary 

Cold Stages – Evidence from the British Isles; and Pleistocene Palaeoecology of Central Norfolk – a study 
of environments through time. These, and his other books, are now standard university textbooks. 

Richard became a member of the Breckland Society in 2011 and remained interested in all the Society’s 
projects and undertakings until his death in 2020.  

Sue Pennell 
 

OBITUARY:  PROFESSOR RICHARD GILBERT WEST, FRS 

1926–2020  

Richard’s charts of Beachamwell 

Richard at Beachamwell with Paul Merchant and  

the late Matt Casswell 
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WATER, WATER EVERYWHERE ... 

 BEACHAMWELL, FEBRUARY 2021 

Wellmere was one of the areas that the eminent scientist, Richard West, Professor of Botany and 
Quaternary Palaeoenvironments, studied when carrying out fieldwork for his book Evolution of a 
Breckland Landscape – chalkland under a cold climate in the area of Beachamwell. Wellmere, he 
explained, was the site of an ancient lake formed during the Ice Age. This lake had covered an extensive 
area of the present parish, and was fed by a series of rivers that coursed through periglacial valleys from 
surrounding escarpments near Swaffham, Shingham and Narborough to Wellmere. These valleys, now 
generally dry, are still visible in the landscape and are most apparent when walking in the forest at 
Drymere. 

Following prolonged wet periods the water table 
rises and these ancient watercourses begin to flow 
again. Dry springs and sink holes erupt into life 
and water flows again down towards Beachamwell 
Warren and on through Shingham and Eastmoor 
to the rivers Gadder, Wissey and Ouse. Stretches 
of water such as we saw in February 2021 are a 
regular, albeit infrequent, happening, occurring 
spectacularly perhaps every twenty years or so. 

Ordnance Survey maps of Beachamwell Warren 
dating from the 1880s until the mid-twentieth 
century confirm that sheets of water were often 
present on the Warren and that there was a small 
permanent lake at Wellmere Pit. 

This occasional but dramatic filling of ancient 
meres is not restricted to the parish of 
Beachamwell. but can be seen across the Brecks 
as the waters of Ringmere, Fowlmere and the 
Devil’s Punch Bowl, amongst others, rise and fall 
according to the water table. In some years these 
meres are dry and in others they are wet.  
Drymere too, despite its arid name, has been 
known to be very wet in the past with a boat 
being needed to access the Swaffham–
Beachamwell road from Warren Farm. 

These waters of winter 2021 are a powerful insight in how our landscape was formed and how 
Beachamwell and Shingham may have looked millions of years ago when Wellmere was a lake filled 
by raging rivers. 

Sue Pennell 

Wellmere on Beachamwell Warren from the footpath 
near Warren Belt. February 2021.  Sue Pennell 

OS Map of Beachamwell from 1968 

Beachamwell Warren seen from Wellmere in the dry 
summer of 2014. Sue Pennell 
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The iconic image of the golden face mask of King 

Tutankhamun’s mummy in the Valley of the Kings began a 

period of ‘Tutmania’ in the 1920s that influenced the 

development of the Art Deco style in architecture, design 

and the decorative arts and inspired the mummy gothic 

horror genre in films and books. But what did this have to do 

with Breckland? 

On 13 April, a Zoom lecture by archaeologist Dr Richard 

Hoggett told the fascinating story of Howard Carter’s 

discovery of King Tutankhamun’s tomb in November 1922. 

Carter’s journey as an Egyptologist and archaeologist began 

in Swaffham, where his family owned a house. An 

accomplished watercolourist and draftsman from a young 

age, Carter became a regular visitor to nearby Didlington 

Hall, home of Lord and Lady Amherst, who had amassed 

one of the largest collections of Egyptian objects in the 

world. 

The teenage Carter was completely captivated by the 

treasures in the collection at Didlington Hall. The Amhersts 

introduced him to Amelia Edwards, a prominent and 

influential Egyptologist, who arranged Carter’s appointment 

as an assistant draftsman recording wall friezes in pharaonic tombs when he was only 17. He pioneered 

the technique of making detailed, accurate drawings in situ and became accomplished at deciphering 

hieroglyphics, so that by his mid-20s he was Inspector of Objects in Upper Egypt, giving him responsibility 

not only for the sites in the Valley of the Kings but for 

excavations there. In this role he worked closely for two of 

the great patrons of Egyptology – Theodore Davis, 

discoverer of 30 tombs, and subsequently Lord 

Carnarvon, perhaps best known posthumously as one of 

the alleged victims of ‘the curse of Tutankhamun’. 

Through meticulous drawings and recording of earlier 

excavations and of the terrain of the Valley of the Kings, 

Carter hypothesised an area in which the long ‘missing’ 

tomb of Tutankhamun could be found – in the Valley of 

the Kings close to (underneath!) the tomb of Rameses VI. 

After five years of excavation – in the final season for 

which excavation funds were available – Carter 

discovered the tomb. He telegraphed Lord Carnarvon with 

the now famous words ‘Wonderful Things’ to describe the 

discovery. The excavation lasted for over eight years 

overall, with the final objects being removed in November 

1930. By February 1923 the antechamber to the tomb 

had been cleared; in October 1925 the excavation of the 

three coffins surrounding the mummy was completed and 

Lord Carnarvon and Howard Carter finally saw the 

beautiful face mask of King Tutankhamun. 

Pat Reynolds 

Howard Carter 

‘WONDERFUL THINGS’: HOWARD CARTER AND TUTANKHAMUN,  

AN ONLINE LECTURE 

The mask of Tutankhamun, made of  

gold and decorated with lapis lazuli, carnelian, 

 obsidian and turquoise 
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In 2016, without warning, a 19th-century dormer window slipped off the roof at Oxburgh Hall and 

crashed into the courtyard below. The survey work which followed revealed that the roof, dormer 

windows and chimneys required significant 

structural repairs. The resultant £6m ‘Raise the 

Roof’ project began on site in 2019 and will run 

until the end of 2021. It has given the National 

Trust an unmissable opportunity to get under the 

skin of this ancient building, and a research 

programme that has run alongside the building 

works has resulted in some exciting discoveries. 

‘Underfloor archaeology’ has proved to be 

particularly fruitful. We had planned to train 

volunteers to carefully sort through the debris 

beneath the attic floors in advance of structural 

repairs taking place, looking for any objects that 

had fallen through the floorboards in years gone 

by. Sadly, Covid restrictions caused the plans to be 

changed, but freelance archaeologist Matthew 

Champion (who was already working with us on a 

historic graffiti survey) agreed to take on the underfloor work on his own, searching in the debris 

beneath every lifted attic floorboard and within the eaves voids, retrieving any finds, recording them 

and packing them. After the finds were retrieved the remaining debris was hoovered into rubble sacks 

for future sifting, which we hope will be done by volunteers later this year. 

We had imagined finding newspaper fragments, nails, glass, cigarette packets, buckles, coins and so 

on. Indeed we did find all of these things, but we could not have predicted the sheer quantity of finds 

(we currently have 770 catalogue records, and counting) or the quality and variety of the items, which 

span the entire history of Oxburgh. They reveal to us much about the Hall and the family who have 

lived there since its construction in the fifteenth century; 

the Bedingfelds. The family are Catholics whose 

continued adherence to their faith after the Reformation 

resulted in stringent restrictions and fluctuating fortunes, 

which had a defining influence on the house and its 

contents; this provides the lens through which we must 

view Oxburgh’s history and material culture. 

The most significant finds were concentrated in the north-

west range of the house, where in the seventeenth 

century the original roof had been replaced and attics 

created. The floorboards we encountered had either not 

been previously disturbed or had been lifted with little 

disruption to the layers beneath. The debris below them 

formed a wave pattern, with the peak of the wave aligning 

with the gaps in the floorboards, and the trough occurring 

beneath the centre of the boards. It was absolutely bone 

dry, which meant that the objects that were retrieved, 

although dirty, were in a very good state of preservation, 

having been away from moisture and light.  

/cont’d on page 8 

The Hall under renovation  © National Trust 

Leaf from a 15th-century illuminated manuscript 

© National Trust / Matthew Champion 

OXBURGH HALL  

DISCOVERIES IN THE UNDERFLOOR ARCHAEOLOGY 
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Finds of particular significance include: 

 A leaf from an illuminated manuscript of the first half of the fifteenth century: thought to have come from 

a psalter which would have been purchased for private devotion, likely from the south Netherlands or 

northern France. A tantalising remnant from pre-Reformation Oxburgh. 

 Fragments of music from the 1520s: these are 

currently being researched, but they come from 

a manuscript of polyphonic choral music and 

may be attributable to the same scribe as the 

earliest manuscript containing the music of 

Thomas Tallis. Their presence at Oxburgh hints 

that the Bedingfelds were involved in the 

patronage of high-calibre music. 

 A book of psalms from the 1560s: this book with 

embossed and gilded cover, thought to date to 

1569, was found in a void beneath a dormer 

window. Apart from damage to the first few 

pages it is in remarkable condition. This is a 

very interesting book in the context of the 

Bedingfelds’ Catholicism during the reign of 

Elizabeth I. It contains three volumes, one of 

which has its origins in a pre-Reformation text 

authored by Bishop John Fisher (who was executed by Henry VIII). It was translated into English by 

Katherine Parr, who gave it a slightly different emphasis, and it was therefore not a controversial text 

for the Bedingfelds to own. 

 Fragments of printed books from the 1590s: tiny fragments could be identified as being from the Iberian 

romance Amadis de Gaule, which had a wide readership but was particularly popular amongst 

Catholics. 

 Clothing textiles from the late-sixteenth to early eighteenth centuries: a rats’ nest preserved these 

remnants which may have been hems, collars and cuffs that had been cut from garments. They include 

silks, woollens, velvet, linen and finely woven patterned materials, providing an extraordinary tangible 

link with the people who lived at Oxburgh. 

These items – and many of the others which we retrieved – reveal to us what past occupants of Oxburgh 

read, listened to, wore and believed in. The disposition of finds under the floors can help us piece together 

how rooms were used and even where people sat for particular activities. For example, many hundreds of 

pins and remnants of thread gathered in a small area not far from a south-facing attic window indicate a 

space being used for sewing and mending. Work continues to catalogue and interpret these finds, and we 

are making applications for funding to do conservation work to the most fragile of them. We hope to put 

some of the objects on display in the future. 

Anna Forrest, Cultural Heritage Curator, National Trust  

The King’s Psalms  ©National Trust/Matthew Champion 

Cont’d from page 7 

Ed: Look out on the Society website for a talk by Anna Forrest in late August.  


